In survey research, acquiescence response style/set (ARS) and extreme response style/set (ERS) may distort the measurement of attitudes. How response bias is evoked is still subject of research. A key question is whether it may be evoked by external factors (e.g. test conditions or fatigue) or whether it could be the result of internal factors (e.g. personality or social characteristics). In the first part of this study we explore whether scale length-the manipulated test condition-influences the occurrence of ERS and/or ARS, by varying scale length from 5 till 11 categories. In pursuit of this we apply a latent class factor model that allows for diagnosing and correcting for ERS and ARS simultaneously. Results show that ERS occurs regardless of scale length. Furthermore, we find only weak evidence of ARS. In a second step we check whether ERS might reflect an internal personal style by (a) linking it to external measures of ERS, and by (b) correlating it with a personality profile and sociodemographic characteristics. Results show that ERS is reasonably stable over questionnaires and that it is associated with the selected personality profile and age.
Introduction
Response bias is a well known source of data contamination in attitude research. It refers to the situation in which a respondent's answer to survey questions is influenced by factors other than the concept that the researcher intends to measure. Several studies have shown the nontrivial influence response bias can have on the measurement of attitudes, which can lead to less than accurate conclusions (Diamantopoulos et al. 2006; Dolcinar and Grün 2009; Heide and Grønhaug 1992; Moors 2003) .
In the literature, a multitude of reasons are provided on the issue of what evokes response bias. However, as far as systematic response bias is concerned, we discern a tendency to ally with two perspectives that distinguish between external circumstances versus internal dispositions of respondents. First, when it comes to the former perspective, we primarily focus on those external circumstances that a researcher is able to control by design of test conditions like the format of the questionnaire (Kieruj and Moors 2010; Koson et al. 1970; Shulman 1973) . Test conditions could either concern the layout or format of the questions and rating scales that are used, as well as the content or wording of questions. In the present study we designed a split-ballot research in which one particular test condition was manipulated, namely the length of the response scale. This aspect of test conditions was chosen since the ideal length of response scales is a very commonly raised issue by survey practitioners. When test conditions cause response bias, the bias is often defined as a response set (Naemi 2006; Rorer 1965) . A second perspective is that response bias can be related to internal dispositions and characteristics of respondents (Couch and Keniston 1960; DiStefano and Motl 2009; Naemi et al. 2009 ). For instance, cultural and socio-demographic differences in response styles have been documented (Greenleaf 1992; Hui and Triandis 1989; Marín et al. 1992; Meisenberg and Williams 2008) . Additionally, it has been suggested that response bias may be evoked by a kind of inner trait that leads respondents to systematically respond in a manner that has little or nothing to do with the questions asked (Couch and Keniston 1960) . Response bias caused by internal dispositions of respondents would be called response style (Naemi 2006; Rorer 1965 ). Although we are on a thin line in disentangling the concept of 'response sets' from 'response styles', and probably not every single cause of response bias might be classified in one of these two categories, we do feel the need for a heuristic tool that-at least conceptually-distinguishes between respectively external circumstances (response set behavior) and internal characteristics (response style behavior).
The types of bias we focus on are extreme response style/set (ERS) and acquiescence response style/set (ARS). ERS is the tendency of respondents to choose the extreme endpoints of a scale (Hurley 1998) and ARS is the tendency to agree rather than disagree with items, regardless of item content (Van Herk et al. 2004 ). The key question asked is whether ERS and ARS-i.e. the response biases of interest-are related to internal characteristics of the respondent or whether they are the result of external properties of test conditions which can be manipulated by the researcher. The former will be investigated by (a) checking if certain personality traits are related to ERS or ARS, by (b) checking how consistent the use of ERS and ARS by respondents is across different questionnaires, and by (c) investigating whether certain demographic values are related to the use of ERS and/or ARS. Whether or not ERS and ARS are the result of external properties will be investigated by checking if varying the length of the response scale will influence the use of ERS and ARS.
We have several reasons to focus on ERS. In our own experience, it tends to be present in a lot of datasets. Whenever this is the case and a particular response bias is recurrently observed, it might indicate that it is consistently used over questionnaires and might therefore be an expression of a personality trait. Furthermore it is found that ERS tends to differ across cultures (which can be seen as a stable respondent characteristic) (Chen et al. 1995; Dolcinar and Grün 2007; Hui and Triandis 1989; Johnson et al. 2005; Marín et al. 1992; Van Herk et al. 2004 ) and variables like age and level of education or income also play a role in the employment of ERS (Meisenberg and Williams 2008) . The choice for ARS was made, because like ERS this is one of the two most commonly discussed response biases in attitude research. Like ERS it also has often been linked to culture (Cheung and Rensvold 2000; Johnson et al. 2005; Marín et al. 1992; Smith 2004) , and incidentally, ARS has also been discussed in relation to certain personality traits (Couch and Keniston 1960) . Furthermore, two of the three sets of questions used in this research come from a study in which ARS was found in a lengthy face-to-face survey (Billiet and McClendon 2000) . Using panel data including the same questions, Billiet and Davidov (2008) have argued that the persistence of ARS across waves indicates that ARS is a personality trait.
Our research adds to the existing literature by attempting to bring more clarity to the origin of ERS and ARS. Whether the origin of these response biases lies within the individual or whether it is the result of certain test conditions is an important question for attitude research. The answer has implications for the best way of dealing with ERS and ARS. If response bias were solely a result of test conditions and thus were a response set, it would be interesting to figure out what is evoking response bias and how to prevent it from occurring. Although ambitious since probably more than one test related factor could play a role, the regular survey practitioner would be enthusiastic if he or she could minimize the problem by adopting an appropriate survey design. In this research, which focuses on the length of the response scales used in attitude research, this would imply that we would be able to identify the optimum number of response categories and as a consequence minimize the occurrence of response bias. However, to the extent that response bias is influenced by properties of the individual, it is probably not possible to prevent them from occurring. If so, a "preventive check" by adopting a particular design is less useful and hence the need to correct for response bias in measurement models increases. Therefore, as an important secondary goal of this study, we present an extension to the method that builds upon the latent class confirmatory factor model that has been recently introduced for diagnosing and controlling for ERS (Moors 2003; Morren 2011) in which ARS can be diagnosed simultaneously.
The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, we give an overview of the existing literature about response bias being the result of test conditions and about response bias being a person-related bias. Secondly, we introduce the latent class confirmatory factor model that allows for diagnosing ERS and ARS simultaneously. Given that this approach has only been recently developed and that we extend the approach to account for two types of response styles instead of one, we devote ample attention to it. Thirdly, we explore whether ERS and ARS are linked to the test condition of interest, i.e. the length of the response scale, and examine to what extent ERS and ARS are related to certain personality traits. Also, we investigate to what extent they are consistent over questionnaires and whether or not they are related to demographic values. Finally, results and conclusions are reported.
Is response bias the result of respondent characteristics or test conditions and circumstances? A literature review
We would like to emphasize the significance of the question raised in this title. Any survey researcher's goal is to establish valid and reliable measurements of the concepts central to his or her research question. Therefore it is important to make sure responses are as unbiased as possible. As stated before, it is our opinion that response bias can be prevented to the extent that factors external to the individual constitute the primary source of response bias. When characteristics of the individual are involved, however, the need for a statistical 'cure' to control for response bias comes to the fore.
The length of response scales as a test condition
In this research we vary the length of the response scale to check if this property of response scales has an influence on response bias. A couple of reasons why the length of response scales could have such an influence come to mind. One of these reasons is that longer response scales might lead to increased task difficulty compared to shorter scales. If the use of a particular scale is too strenuous, respondents might become frustrated and as a result lose motivation to give accurate responses. In such a case, respondents might use a heuristic to fill out the questionnaire without having to actually process the questions. This phenomenon has been described by Krosnick (1991) as satisficing. Krosnick states that respondents, who are not willing to expand the necessary effort and time to form optimal answers to attitude questions, might adopt heuristic shortcuts to formulate answers that satisfy them enough. Scale length can also be directly linked to scale sensitivity. As a scale becomes longer it naturally becomes more sensitive, and respondents can indicate their opinion with more precision than when shorter scales are used. At a certain point however, adding answering categories could lead to confusion on the respondents' side, since it might not be clear what the difference is between two neighboring categories. The confusion might lead to 'satisficing' in the form of ERS or ARS.
In this study, one of the goals is to find the response scale length that has the exact right sensitivity (and thus length) to it.
Person related characteristics
If test conditions do not affect response style behavior, the idea that stable components within the individual like personality characteristics influence response behavior gains momentum. As Hamilton (1968) stated, the evidence that ERS scores are reliable suggests that this response tendency may have personality concomitants of its own. In fact, Greenleaf's model (1992) for measuring ERS, for instance, rests entirely upon the idea that ERS is an individual trait. Basically, Greenleaf argues that it is possible to compute an ERS index by counting the extreme responses to a large set of conceptually unrelated items and using this to correct for extreme response bias in any given model including attitudes. As such, he defines an external measure for ERS. This procedure has two implications. First, since Greenleaf selects items intended to measure different concepts, it is implied by definition that ERS occurs across all kinds of attitudes. Second, Greenleaf does not explicitly consider ERS to depend on the length of the response scale that is used. In this sense, his method to correct for response bias entirely rests upon the assumption of response bias as a personality trait.
Several researchers have tried to link ERS to personality characteristics. For example Austin et al. (2006) found that extreme responders are more likely to be extraverted and high in conscientiousness than subjects who are not extreme responders. Also, Lewis and Taylor (1955) found that respondents with high anxiety scores use ERS more often than respondents low in anxiety. An interaction effect was found by Naemi et al. (2009) , implying that those who finish a questionnaire quickly and those who are either tolerant of ambiguity or are simplistic thinkers are most likely to exhibit ERS. In another study by Naemi (2006) it was found that a positive relationship exists between intolerance of ambiguity and ERS, and that respondents who finish a survey quickly and score high on decisiveness are more likely to exert ERS. Only a few studies have been dedicated to identifying personality correlates of ARS. In one study, Pedersen (1967) found that rathymia (the state of being cheerful, merry and optimistic) is positively correlated to ARS and that cooperativeness is negatively correlated to ARS. Another study by Knowles and Nathan (1997) showed that ARS is related to cognitive simplicity, rigid mental organization and intolerance of alternatives.
Other person-related factors that have been linked to response style refer to sociodemographic characteristics such as age, income and education. For example, Meisenberg and Williams (2008) showed that ERS and ARS are both positively related to age and negatively related to education and income. In accordance with these findings, Greenleaf (1992) found that age, income and education influence respondents' exertion of ERS.
In the current study we selected personality scales to form a combination of personality traits (personality profile) that was expected to be relevant to the use of ERS and ARS, namely extraversion, agreeableness, indifference, valuing strong opinions, relational skills, black and white thinking and being intelligent/intellectual. Rather than investigating their separate effects on response bias, we have chosen to combine personality characteristics into a kind of personality profile. We think that response bias is most likely the result of a very complex combination of factors that might all contribute to some extent to the use of ERS and ARS. Therefore, we decided to take a closer look at the aforementioned personality profile, which we expect to be associated with the response biases to a certain extent.
Developing the research question
Given the previous arguments (concerning test conditions vs. respondent characteristics) it is difficult to formulate straightforward hypotheses regarding the occurrence of ERS and ARS. At least to some extent we expect ERS and ARS to reside within the individual and-as a consequence-we expect it to be observed regardless of scale length. However, we also presented arguments indicating that the extent to which response bias is revealed might depend on scale length (or scale sensitivity).We are fully aware of the possibility of other external factors playing a role in the employment of ERS and/or ARS. For instance, to some extent, certain properties of response scales and wording of questions undoubtedly all influence the use of these response biases as well. However, we believe that the origin of a considerable part of ERS and ARS lies within the respondent himself and to a lesser extent within the properties of the scales being used.
We will test this expectation in different ways. First, we will compare respondents' scores on ERS and ARS across questionnaires that differ in the length of the response scale used. Second, we will test whether respondents sharing a combination of personality characteristics (extraversion, agreeableness, indifference, valuing strong opinions, relational skills, black and white thinking and being intelligent/intellectual) are more likely to use ERS or ARS than respondents who do not share these characteristics. Also, we investigated whether ERS and/or ARS within our dataset can be linked to external measures of response style behavior. Lastly, we investigate if there is a link between ERS and/or ARS and socio-demographic characteristics, like age, gender, income and education level.
Data and method

Participants
Our questionnaire was distributed by CentERdata to their LISS panel, which is a household panel consisting of 8,044 participants in total. Different from voluntary internet panels, this panel used a random sampling design in which households were contacted personally to 123 participate, similar to sampling procedures used in face-to-face surveys. Panel members that did not have a personal computer or internet during the selection process were presented with a television box and/or an internet connection. Questionnaires were accessed electronically via internet providing flexibility on when respondents entered their responses. Our attitudinal scales were part of a questionnaire that was filled out by 6843 panel members in January 2008 which resulted in a response rate of 79.9% (AAPOR RR6). Of the respondents 46.1% were men and 53.9% were women. Age ranged from 16 to 94 (mean age was 45.46).
Questionnaire
The methodology used in this paper, which is explained in some detail afterwards, involves the use of multiple sets of questions measuring separate concepts. Our questionnaire consisted of three sets of four items forming three different scales (Appendix A). The first scale inquired after attitudes towards working mothers (α's ranging from 0.711 to 0.767) and the items were selected from the International Social Survey Program (ISSP 2002) . The second scale was about attitudes towards nature (α's ranging from 0.793 to 0.806) and was based on the ENV scale (Bogner and Wiseman 1999) and the Ecocentric and Anthropocentric Environmental Attitudes Scale (Thompson and Barton 1994) . The third scale was about ethnocentric attitudes (α's ranging from 0.795 to 0.816) and items were selected from the Belgian 1995 General Elections Survey (ISPO 1997). All scales were fully balanced, meaning that they consisted of two negatively worded items and two positively worded items. This is an important criterion for diagnosing ARS (Billiet and McClendon 2000) , since we can only be sure if respondents agree with all questions regardless of the content if they agree with questions inquiring after the same attitude that differ only in their valence (positive vs. negative). Our questions were added at the end of a survey and filling out the entire questionnaire took participants about 20 min. Respondents were asked to submit this questionnaire within a month and during this period, three reminders were sent by e-mail.
Since our project was included in a panel study we were able to select a number of items from previous waves that were relevant to our research. A selection of 23 items was made referring to seven personality traits which we expected to be related to ERS and ARS, i.e. extraversion, agreeableness, indifference, valuing strong opinions, relational skills, black and white thinking and being intelligent/intellectual. A second set of 18 items was selected from a pool of attitudinal questions following the methodology suggested by Greenleaf (1992) to equate a 'contentless' measure of ERS, which involves the summing of extreme responses on a set of items with low inter-item correlations. That way an independent 'external' measurement of ERS is developed. Details on this procedure are provided further on in this research.
Design
We implemented a split ballot design in which respondents were randomly assigned to six experimental groups that differed in the number of response scale categories presented to them. The sample size in the 5-and 11-point treatment was higher (2,309 in the 5-point group and 1,481 in the 11-point group) than in the other groups (ranging from 724 to 799 respondents) to account for future analyses. A distinction was made between short scales and long scales, with 5-, 6-and 7-point scales representing the shorter scales, and 9-, 10-and 11-point scales representing the longer scales. Response categories were all numbered, but only the endpoints of the scales were labelled ('totally agree' on the left and 'totally disagree' on the right).
It is part of the standard procedure of the LISS-project not to offer a 'don't know' answering option, and also not to let respondents skip questions (a message would pop up, informing respondents that they could only proceed to the remainder of the questionnaire if the question is answered). We decided not to deviate from this procedure since the respondents were acquainted with it and we wanted to avoid raising suspicion regarding the experiment. We acknowledge that some of these aspects that we fixed to be equal across groups deserve attention in research on response styles. However, incorporating all these different aspects within a single design is not feasible. The main reason to focus on the number of response categories as a test condition is its practical relevance to scholars and applied researchers who like to know what the consequences are of choosing a particular number of response categories.
Method
Several approaches have been suggested for measuring ERS and ARS. These approaches can typically be classified as two types of measurement, namely methods in which a sum score index is constructed for extreme or acquiescent responses (Gibbons et al. 1999; Greenleaf 1992; Harzing 2006; Johnson et al. 2005; Shulman 1973) , and methods that are based on statistically modelling these response biases (Billiet and McClendon 2000; Bolt and Johnson 2009; De Jong et al. 2008; Van Rosmalen et al. 2007) . In this study, a model based approach is our primary method, but the sum score method will also be used as a way of cross-validating the results of the method we advocate. Examples of model based approaches include IRT (Bolt and Johnson 2009; De Jong et al. 2008) , latent class (Van Rosmalen et al. 2007) or confirmatory factor analysis (Billiet and McClendon 2000) . We chose a latent class confirmatory factor model in which ARS and ERS can be simultaneously modelled alongside the content factors within one single model. A major advantage of this method is that it is able to deal with the nonlinear relationship between the latent ERS factor and the manifest response items. Respondents high in ERS are expected to use both endpoint categories more often than the categories lying in between, thus resulting in a regression graph that follows a ⊂-shaped form (describing the effect of the latent ERS factor on the response items). As demonstrated before (Moors 2003 ; Morren 2011) a latent-class factor analysis allows for estimating such an effect since it allows for defining the response items as nominal response variables. Consequently, separate beta weights for each answering category are estimated, thereby making it possible to reveal ⊂-shaped relationships that are typical for ERS. In fact, this method allows for detecting other types of scale point preference being measured as well (Kieruj and Moors 2010) .
In the case of ARS, we expected a linear relationship between the latent ARS factor and the response items, since we expect respondents who are high in ARS to prefer the second answering category over the first, to prefer the third category over the second, et cetera and to finally prefer the last answering category over the second last answering category (since respondents high in ARS will always prefer an answering category that is higher in agreement). Since we expect a linear relationship for ARS, the response items can be defined ordinally in this case.
Our model is based on that of Moors (2003) which was further extended by Morren (2011) showing that the effects of latent factors can be defined nominally and ordinally within the same model, depending on the type of relation that is expected between the latent factors and the item responses. We chose to define the effects of the ERS factor to be nominal and the effects of the ARS factor (as well as the content factors) to be ordinal. Given that our study involves the use of three sets of items the multinomial logit regression equation modelling ERS as well as ARS has the following form:
where Y i j denotes the response of individual i on item j, and c denotes a score on a specific answering category out of C categories. The responses of individual i on the three latent content factors are represented by F 1i , F 2i and F 3i . The responses of i on the ERS style factor are represented by E i and the responses on the ARS style factor are represented by A i . β 0 jc is the intercept and β 1 j , β 2 j , β 3 j , β 4 j and β 5 jc are the regression coefficients, which indicate the strength of the relationship between the latent factors and the response variables. The subscript j denotes the fact that separate regression coefficients are equated for every item. Only in the case of ERS with corresponding beta weight β 5 jc there is a subscript c which denotes the fact that separate beta weights are equated for every response category implying that indicators are defined nominally. The other regression coefficients (e.g. β 3 j ), however, do not have this subscript c but instead are multiplied by the value of the answering category (c) of interest, indicating that distances between answering categories are assumed to be equal and a monotone relationship between content factors and item responses exists. In other words, in all cases except that of ERS, indicators were defined ordinally. A schematic overview of the model is presented in Fig. 1 , with separate effects (nominal) going from the ERS factor to the response items and with a single effect (ordinal) going from the ARS and content factors to the response items ( Fig. 1 represents the 5-point treatment). In our model, response items only loaded on their corresponding content factors, meaning that items X1-X4 loaded exclusively on F 1i , items X5-X8 only loaded on F 2i , and items X9-X12 only loaded on F 3i . Therefore, regression coefficients representing other combinations were restricted to be zero. However, A i and E i loaded on all items, since response styles are expected to affect all items (Fig. 1) .
This latent class factor model defines the latent factors as ordinal discrete level variables. In a first step, there should be decided on what the number of ordered categories will be that these latent variables consist of. In this study, the discrete latent factors (F 1i , F 2i , F 3i , A i , E i ) consist of three equidistant levels, which are labeled 0, 0.5 and 1. This number of levels was chosen after comparison of models with 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 levels per latent factor. All models were estimated with LatentGold 4.5 (http://www.statisticalinnovations.com). Table 1 presents information regarding 5-point scales, but results are similar for other conditions. We found that the fit of all models, defined by the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) based on the model's log likelihood (LL), improved remarkably when using three levels instead of 2. Model fit continues to slightly improve by increasing levels. However, given that the results from the 4-levels analyses did not substantially differ from the 3-levels analyses and that increasing the levels of the latent class factors increases computational time exponentially, we decided on using discrete latent class factors with 3 levels.
We already indicated that we reduced the complexity of the discrete latent factor model with nominal response variables by imposing ordinal restrictions in the relationship of these response variables with the content factors as well as the ARS factor. We further explored the opportunity of reducing the complexity of the model by fixing the regression coefficients Table 2 we report the typical results which were similar for all treatments using the 5-point scale treatment as an example.
Analyses
The following research strategy is implemented in this research. First, we test whether ERS and ARS is present in the given datasets. Second, we investigate to what extent response styles can be linked to the number of response categories. Third, we adopt the 'contentless measure' strategy as suggested by Greenleaf and calculate an ERS index using other items from previous waves to investigate consistency in response style used across items. Finally, we link response styles to personality traits and demographic values. The main purpose of this and the former step in the analysis is to investigate whether the use of response style merely indicates a systematic form of 'noise' in response patterns or rather a more 'substantive' characteristic of individuals.
External measure of response style
We chose to compare results of Greenleaf's (1992) 'contentless' measure performed on an external dataset to results from our latent class factor model performed on the original dataset (working mothers/nature/ethnocentric attitudes). This way it becomes possible to check whether ERS is a stable component across different format designs and item content. To find a set of items with low inter-item correlations we conducted an exploratory principal component analysis on a set of 121 attitude items included in previous waves from the LISS panel surveys. By picking items that loaded on different components we were able to identify a set of 18 items of which all of the inter-item correlations were lower than |.30|. The 'contentless' measure was then calculated by assigning score 1 to extreme responses and score 0 to non-extreme responses on the items, and defining a sum score that indicates the number of times an extreme response was given. This sum score of extreme responses on a set of items external to our measurement was then linked to the internal measurement of ERS with our latent class factor models. The basic argument of Greenleaf to select a large set of items with low inter-item correlations is that extreme responses to a set of related items might just indicate a 'true' extreme position on the topic. By selecting items with low inter-item correlations, the chance that certain respondents have a genuine extreme opinion on all items becomes very small. It is a small step to think of a similar index for ARS. In that case we would need a set of positively worded questions with low inter-item correlations and for each of these items a negatively worded equivalent. As indicated before, the latter is required because only agreement with both a positively and negatively worded item of the same content can be interpreted as agreement bias. Unfortunately, the LISS questionnaires do not include such items, and by consequence this analysis is restricted to ERS. Running ahead of our analyses, we like to indicate here that there was only weak evidence of ARS in our models. Hence, the need for a similar 'contentless' measurement of ARS was less urgent.
Personality correlates
One of the waves of the LISS panel prior to our experiments included personality measures, which allows us to test the hypothesis that ERS and ARS are associated to certain personality traits. As discussed before, we are interested in identifying a kind of personality syndrome or a combination of personality traits that together can predict the occurrence of ERS and/or ARS. A classic latent class model, which might be considered as the structural equation equivalent to cluster analysis, suits this purpose. We estimated such a latent class cluster model on the 23 items belonging to the seven personality scales that we expected to be relevant to ERS and ARS. The seven scales of interest were extraversion, agreeableness, indifference, valuing strong opinions, relational skills, black and white thinking and being intelligent/intellectual. Two latent-class clusters emerged from that analysis and the latent class probabilities of belonging to one of the two classes was correlated to the latent class probability scores on the ERS and ARS factor in each of the experimental settings we were investigating. Details on the meaning of these two clusters are provided in the results section.
Demographic measures
Finally, to check whether certain demographic measures (which can also be considered as stable components in individuals like personality traits) influence the use of ERS and ARS, we correlated the probability scores of respondents on the ERS and ARS factors to age, gender, income and education level. Respondents were asked to fill out their age, gender, net and gross income and their highest completed level of education. Net and gross income was measured in categories ranging from no "income" to "more than 7,500 euro a month" with categories increasing with 500 euro per category. Respondents were given the option to choose a "don't know" or "don't want to say" category. Education level was also measured in categories, ranging from "elementary school" to "university".
Results
The same procedure is adopted for each of the six subsamples of our split-ballot experiment. Recall that these samples answered to the same set of questions and that they only differed in the number of response categories that were administered, namely 'short' (5-7) and 'long' (9-11) response scales. The first question that needs to be answered is whether ERS and ARS should be included in the measurement models. This question is answered by comparing the fit of models with and without these latent style factors based on their BIC values. We compared four models (Table 3) : (a) model 1 with only three content factors; (b) two models that included one of the two style factors, ARS (model 2) or ERS (model 3); and (c) model 4 that included both ERS and ARS. Including ERS definitely improved model fit, whereas ARS only marginally improved model fit in some of the models. In each test condition, the best fitting model is the model which includes both ERS and ARS. However, the reduction in BIC compared to models that only include ERS is small. Furthermore, classification statistics revealed poor performance as far as ARS is concerned. These statistics indicate how well the model predicts the latent class factor scores of cases and are defined by a standard R-squared estimate for each latent class factor (Table 4 ). Whereas the standard R-squared estimates for the content factors in each model are about equal to 0.80 and for ERS on average equal to 0.75, the estimates in the case of ARS are at best equal to 0.33. Given these findings, it is best to conclude that the data reveals clear evidence of ERS, whereas ARS is only weakly observed.
The effect of scale length on ERS and ARS
In Table 5 the beta weights of the ERS and ARS style factor on the items are shown. The effect of these response style factors on the response variables was restricted to be equal, thus the estimated effects presented in Table 5 apply to all 12 items. Both style factors are discrete ordinal latent factors, but they differ in how they influence the response variables. In the case of ERS, the response variables are defined as nominal and, hence, separate beta weights are estimated for every response category. The response variables are treated as ordinal in the case of ARS and as a consequence a single beta weight defines the relationship between them and the ARS factor. The most striking finding in Table 5 is that the beta weights of the endpoints of each scale are significantly higher than the betas of the intermediate categories.
This finding is consistent with the interpretation of ERS, which implies higher probabilities of choosing either extreme category compared to other scale points. Since ERS is present in all treatments, no effect of the number of response options on ERS is found.
We have indicated before that we found weak evidence of ARS. Nevertheless, in each model a significant positive beta estimate is observed which is consistent with the acquiescence response interpretation since the same beta applies for both positively ànd negatively worded items.
External validation ERS
The latent class factor approach allowed us to diagnose the use of ERS if responding to Likert type scales of various lengths. The interpretation is inferred from the particular response pattern to the items from three different concepts. As such it should be regarded as an internal or test-specific measurement of ERS. Given that we observed ERS in each test condition, it becomes worthwhile to check whether our latent-class factor measurement of ERS can be validated by correlating it with an external measure of ERS. As explained before, we have developed a 'contentless' measure of ERS following the procedure sketched by Greenleaf and calculated a sum score of extreme responses on an external set of 18 items with low inter item correlations. We then calculated correlations of the estimated latent class ERS factor scores with the latter 'contentless' sum score of extreme responses. All correlations were significant and ranged from 0.371 to 0.493 (separate correlations were equated for each treatment). These correlations may be regarded as fairly high if we take into account that we selected items from other questionnaires administered at previous waves of the panel research ánd given that other items than the ones defined in our experiment were used.
Personality correlates of ERS
So far our analyses have indicated that ERS is present in each test condition-hence invariant to the length of the response scale-and can be linked to an external alternative measure of ERS-hence revealing consistency across occasion and item content. Does this indicate that ERS can be interpreted as a kind of personality trait; a characteristic of an individual that repeatedly might pop up when answering survey questions? To explore the data on this topic we linked ERS to particular personality profiles. As indicated before, these profiles were defined by applying a standard latent class analysis on a set of 23 questions from seven personality scales. This analysis revealed two latent clusters; one cluster that could be interpreted as grouping individuals that are sociable, extraverted, value strong opinions and view themselves as intelligent/intellectual (for a complete overview see Appendix B) and a second cluster that could be interpreted as grouping respondents that are introverted, indifferent, not sociable and do not view themselves as intelligent/intellectual. We found that membership to the first cluster was positively associated with the ERS factor, whereas membership to the second cluster was negatively associated with the ERS factor (with Pearson correlations ranging from |.211| to |.349|, p-values <0.05). 
ARS and personality
Regardless of the fact that our data only revealed weak evidence of ARS, we were proceeded to calculate the correlation of the ARS-scores with the personality cluster memberships. However it did not come as a surprise that no sizable association was found in any of the test conditions. Naturally, we cannot be certain whether this result would be similar if stronger evidence of ARS would be found in a given dataset. Therefore we do not want to speculate as to whether or not ARS might be related to factors within the individual.
ERS and ARS and socio-demographic measures
Like personality traits, socio-demographic measures can also be seen as more or less stable components, and could therefore also be related to ERS being stable over scale length and questionnaires. Age, gender, net and gross income and education level were correlated to respondents' probability scores on the ERS and ARS factor. Only age turned out to produce mentionable correlations with the response style factors (with Pearson correlations ranging from |0.093| to |.259|, p-values <0.05). The older respondents were, the more they were inclined to use ERS. Gender, net and gross income, and education level all produced nonsignificant correlations with ERS and ARS.
Discussion
We explored whether the occurrence of two typical response styles/sets, i.e. ERS and ARS, depended on the length of response scales; and if so, which scale format 'suffered' the least from the two response biases. We found no evidence that could lead to a suggestion regarding the optimum number of response categories in terms of ERS and/or ARS. Instead, strong evidence was found of ERS in each test condition, whereas ARS turned out to be of little concern. Our research merely demonstrates that ERS cannot be prevented by choosing a particular number of response categories. This does not necessarily imply that ERS cannot be prevented since other questionnaire design features were not tested. However, we do believe it will be difficult to avoid this type of response bias, since our results suggest that ERS might be more of a response style than a response set. Two analyses provided supportive evidence to this perspective. First, we found evidence that the ERS latent class factor scores are significantly and fairly strongly correlated with an external 'contentless' measure of extreme response behaviour proposed by Greenleaf (1992) . Second, we were able to link ERS-scores to a personality syndrome. We found that membership to a latent cluster of respondents that are sociable, extraverted, value strong opinions and view themselves as intelligent/intellectual, revealed a positive association with ERS. Also, older respondents turned out to be more inclined to make use of ERS than younger respondents.
Adding up the evidence, i.e. (a) the fact that ERS shows up regardless of length of the response scale; (b) the fact that ERS scores correlate with external measures of extreme response behaviour; (c) the fact that ERS scores are logically associated with a specific personality profile; and (d) the fact that ERS scores are associated with age; we may conclude 'beyond reasonable doubt' that ERS is much more a response style than a response set.
An important secondary goal to our research was the opportunity to introduce the latent class factor analysis approach as a flexible tool in diagnosing ERS and ARS simultaneously. Also, the opportunity given to implement the split-ballot experiment in a sizeable random household panel and to use additional datasets from previous waves were strengths of this research.
Inevitably, there were also some shortcomings like the fact that ARS was not very well pronounced in our dataset while in other studies, like that of Billiet and McClendon (2000) , in which similar items were included, it was. This might indicate that other test conditions than the ones tested in this research might be more significant. For example, survey length (and consequently fatigue of the respondents) might play a considerable role when it comes to ARS, since Billiet and McClendon (2000) used a much longer questionnaire in their study than we did. Therefore, an interesting recommendation for future research is to compare questionnaires with different lengths to check if reducing test length can prevent respondents from using ARS.
Any experiment inevitably isolates one test condition to test its effect on an experimental outcome while keeping other test conditions equal across groups. For this reason this study was not designed to draw a complete picture of what does or does not evoke response style/set behaviour. A first step is taken through showing that it is probably very difficult to avoid the occurrence of ERS by questionnaire design, at least as far as the number of response categories is concerned. With current advances in the methodology of diagnosing response bias and controlling for its effects on measurement, the question on how to prevent response bias might have become less prevalent. However, as with any disease: we do not need to be fine with being sick, simply because there is a cure. But if sickness cannot be avoided, we should be glad to have a cure. That is where we think the contribution of this research lies: it diagnosed an illness (ERS across different test conditions) which probably cannot be avoided since it seems to be a problem within the individual, but it presented a cure for it (the LCFA approach).
Appendix B
Please use the rating scale below to describe how accurately each statement describes you.
(1) Start conversations (2) Talk to a lot of different people at parties (3) Am interested in people (4) Sympathize with others' feelings (5) Take time out for others (6) Make people feel at ease (7) Am quick to understand things (8) (23) I feel that I have a number of good qualities
